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PLANS FOR BALL
BEING WORKED OUT

Roderick and Durfee's Lads Show
Great Form Against InternaThe Clemson Athlete's Ball, promotional Leaguers in First
ted and
originated by "Johnny"
Contest of Season.
Klenke, is the topic of much discusThe curtain was raised on the 1923 sion at present. The date of this
Tiger baseball season last Saturday. ball is April 6, only a little more than
The initial scene disclosed some a week off. It is to be the largest
1,200 fans crowding the stands at dance of the year and will be a big
Cater Park to capacity. They were affair for all. This dance, which is to
starving for the first taste of real be held in the large gymnasium, will
baseball. Many of them had been break all records for number of atpresent Friday to see Jupiter Pluvius tendants, and in turn will establish
score a victory over the combined a precedent which may be follower
teams and spectators.
Precisely at in years to come. It is the first
3:30 o'clock Umpire Werner stepped time in the history of the college that
to the fore and aunounced, "Ladeese a dance in honor of athletes alone,
and gentlemen, batteries for today's and on such a large scale, has been
game—for Clems on—Crosland and planned.
The present plans are that all the
Keel—for Buffalo—Le Pard and
Marsh, Playball." And the game men on Clemson's athletic teams, ana
all men who have been out regularly
was on.
The Bisons chalked up one in the for those teams, shall be honor guests.
first inning on two singles. They These men will be presented with tofailed to register in the second frame kens of appreciation for the services
and then in the third they cut loose that they have rendered Clemson by
with their heavy artillery. Six clean making inter-collegiate athletics poshits they totalled and when the dust sible at this institution. The honor
cleared away it was found that they of presenting these tokens will in all
had crossed the plate for six runs. probability fall to the Director of
They counted one each in the next Athletics, Coach E. J. Stewart". The
three innings after which they went appreciation of the athletes for this
scoreless. The Tigers scored for the distinction has already been shown
first time in the sixth frame when by their expressions of approbation.
All of the people on the hill are inCharlie Vincent scampered across the
pan. Richards followed him a few vited to this ball, and we feel sure
seconds later. In the eighth, Rich- that their presence will lend much to
ards and Cox tallied one each. When te dignity and pleasure of the occathe final inning came around, the sion. They are always interested in
Tigers started a rally that looked the entertainments of the cadets, and
bad for the Bisons. Two pinch hit- it is for this reason that they were
ters were out and Lang, a third one, invited.
A large number of girls will be here
had two strikes. The spectators began to leave their seats. Then Lang and this occasion is taken to urge
waited Hayne out and drew a walk. every boy who can to have a girl up for
Richards followed him with a smash- the ball. Many of the best dancers
ing two-base drive. Chappell singled in the state and from others states
and two runs had counted. Cox drove will be here. It is felt to be a cerone to Kindon, who bobbled and all tainty that the girls will add much to
hands w'ere safe. Reames fanned the "beauty" of the occasion, so have
and it was all over.
your girl up and let's see how much
truth there is in that "best looking
Th
erS looked
od
^ £ «f
£°
against
the .Buffalo aggregation. The Inter- girl in the world" stuff.
An added feature of the Athletic
national Leaguers are all top-notch
ball players and a victory over them Ball is the fact that the athletic stars
would have been almost a miracle. of all the state Hi teams are to be
There were bits of erratic fielding invited up for the occasion. This will
and doubtful base running by botn give practically all of these boys their
teams, showing: the need for more first opportunity to, see what Clemson
training. But Buffalo didn't find it is like. If we can get them to come,
any too easy to subdue the Clemson and they are favorably impressed by
nine. They had one big inning—the Clemson, as we know they will be, it
third. Aside from that, they scorea will mean a great thing for the colonly four runs. Clemson supporters lege, because good high school men
feel that the result of the game is are what Clemson needs the worst
entirely satisfactory, since Durfee and sort. Everyone must do his best to
Roderick's lads showed worlds of give the high school boys who come a
promise of shaping into a formidable good time and show them the utmost
aggregation before many more days. courtesy, for which Clemson students
Featuring the game from a Clem- are noted.
The music will be furnished by the
son standpoint were Gibson's superb
who are
pitching;, Reames' sensational fielding "Carolina Syncopators",
and hitting by Richards and Chap- among the best orchestras in the
pell. Captain Jack pulled two throws South. This aggregation of jazz arthat brought the stands to their feet tists are just back from a tour of
with admiration.
In the fifth, he Florida and Cuba where they have
caught Stearns at second when he been playing for a number of dances.
tried to stretch a single into a two- With so much practice they should
bagger. Then in the eighth he stab- be at their best on April 6th. Exhibibed Hayne's line drive and doubled tion dances featuring "Cab" Garrett,
Stearns off first with abeautiful Fred Leightsey, and others, will be
These men claim to be able
peg. Murr handled first' base well given.
to do some real artistic dancing. We
and Chappell looked good in right will be "among those present" to see
field. The game in detail follows: if they have any grounds for those
PLAY BY PLAY
claims. So come one—come all and
FIRST INNING—Richards was let's make it the merriest occasion of
out, Le Pard to Heitmann. Heit- our college careers. To quote from
mann grabbed Chappell's roller and Longfellow:
beat him to the bag. Cox struck out. "And the night shall be filled with
No. runs, no hits.
music,
Dyer struck out. Spencer singled
And the cares that infest the day
to right field. Webb grounded out, Shall fold their tents like the Arabs,
Richards to Murr. Kane slashed a
And silently steal away."
clean one over second, scoring Dyer.'
_E. H. H.
Heitmann smashed one to deep right
field but the fleet Chappell snatched
-CACit from the air by a beautiful effort.
He: You look almost sweet enough
One run, two hits.
SECOND INNING—Reames flied to kiss.
She: I intended to look better than
out to Dyer.
Melton struck out.
(Continued on page 3)
almost.

The big event to wich the members
of the two upper classes are eagerly
looking forward is only six weeks
away, and it is now high time for
every boy who> has a "lady acquaintance" to give: her the glad word to
don her party dress and journey toward "Tigertown." This reception,
including the banquet and dance is
THE social event of the session. It
is an annual affair which every Clemson student attends twice in the
course of his sojourn on the campus.
The first year he digs deep into his
jeans to procure food for himself,
his girl, and one senior, Dut the next
year he sits back smoking one of
Harcomb's stogies and laughs at the
poor Junior's expense.
There will be at least 500 boys and
girls at the Junior-Senior reception
this year. All the members of the
(Continued on page 3;

RAT BASEBALL
WILL TAKE STAG
When Coach Withers sounded his
call for baseball, Riggs field was
flooded with Freshmen aspiring to
places on the team After about two
weeks of hard practice, Coach Withers has succeeded in weeding the applicants down to a squad of twentyfive men. At the present time it is
a hard matter to pick the line-up that
will enter against Morganton High
here next Saturday. Coach Winers
hurling staff is about the weakest
point of the team. Several good men
have showed plenty of speed and
curves but are lacking in control.
Dan Stewart, . right hander, has
worlds of stuff and it looks as if he
will bear the brunt of the pitching
staff.
Tripp is a tall right-hander, and
has plenty of speed. Jamison has
shown great promise so far and we
will not be surprised to see the lad
take the mound often before the season is over. Smith is the only pitcher
on the squad that delivers them from
the portside. McCrau and Wilbanks
are rapidly rounding in form. Coach
Withers has a strong infield and is
well fortified with catchers. LeGette
a tall handsome lad, is sure to be at
the head of the receiving line. Le
Gette has a wonderful swing and his
accurate shots to second means death
to all base stealers. Working with
LeGette are two more good receivers,
McGill and Padgett seem to be fighting it out with LeGette for the backstop position. At the initial bag it
seems like Jack Dorsett is the best
bet. Dorsett is a good fielder and hits
the apple hard. For the keystone
sack Werner and Hinson are fighting
for dear life. Both men are elever
fielders and hit the pill often. Captain Salley will take charge of the hot
corner. Salley is the brother of Ned
Salley, star shortstop of last year's
team, as baseball runs in the family,
we can be assured that Salley will
hold down the hot corner in a creditable style. For shortstop Buie seems
to be the best bet. Buie is fast on his
feet and covers a vast amount of territory. The outfield problem will be
well taken care of with such men as
Felder, Wilbanks, Klugh, Creighton,
Hagood, Stewart, and McGraw to pick
from. Just who will graze in the pasture next Saturday afternoon is not
known and probably Coach Withers
will try several men. Klugh seems to
be one of the best prospects. Klugh
is a fast man, covers his territory
well and hits a ball hard. Creighton
is a nifty flychaser and will be more
than likely given a chance to show his
wares. Wilbanks is another good
outfielder. Stewart plays in the outfield when he is not called on to pitch.
Coach Withers has corraled a hard
working bunch of ball tossers and
great things are expected from them
this season.

MARYLAND, ERSKINE, AND UNIVERSITY OF
GEORGIA SCHEDULED FOR NEXT WEEK
COACH "DOC" STEWART VISITS TEXAS
Coach E. J. Stewart has obtained
a ten-days leave of absence to go to
Texas, where he will become acquainted with the authorities and the personnel of his next year's atletic teams
at the University of Texas. This is
"Doc's" first trip to his future "hunting grounds", and he will probably
have a warm welcome extended him
there. Texas is very much elated over
getting as competent a director of
athletics as Coach Stewart, and they
have been urging him to make his
initial visit to that institution for
some time.
"Doc" Stewart is taking advantage
of his short leave of absence to organize spring football practice at the
University of Texas. He wants to
get all football material interested in
spring football, and line up the probable personnel of the next fall's football team there. "Doc" is noted for
a distinct system and style of play,
nnd it is this system which he wishes
to instil into the Texas grid men.
On account of the fact that there
are 3,500 boys at Texas University,
Stewart should have an abundance of
excellent football material from which
to shape his next year's football team.
Texas ranks high in Southern football circles and /puts out winning teams
in that section of the country. Only
one time in the last five years has
she lost to Texas A .& M. in football, and it will be remembered that
Texas A. & M. won from Centre College two years ago. At that time
Centre had one of the strongest teams
in the country.
It is now a recognized fact that
spring football practice is one of the
main essentials in the building up ot
a well balanced football team. Up
until a few years ago spring football
was discredited and hooted at in the
South, but now no good coach would
think of omitting this feature of gridiron training.
Blocking, tackling,
and punting can be taught to new
men at this time better than at any
other, for they are not in a hurry
preparing for any games then.
Coach Stewart will probably give
the Texas officials advice about securing good football men from among
the high school stars of that state.
Texas is looking to "Doc" Stewart to
place her even higher in the scale of
Southern athletics and we feel that
he will fully justify their hopes. He
is a man in whom can be placed the
highest responsibility and confidence
Clemson's loss is Texas' gain but
everyone here is a friend of "Doc's"
and everyone wises him much success in his new location.
—E. H. H.
CAC

Entire Schedule Is Not Yet
Completed
Friday afternoon Clemson will open
its 1923 baseball season in a game
with Furman on Riggs Field. This is
a strong team the Tigers are going
up against in their opener and it will
take hard work to cop the opening
series. The Hornets will return to
Greenville for the second game Saturday afternoon.
Since the practice game with the
Buffalo Bisons Saturday the Tiger
slab men have been working hard to
get the kinks out for the first game
in the state race, which is with Furman. The sore arms caused by the
cold weather last week are fast getting well. Flint Rhem ,who had th-3
worst arm in camp, is still on the
sick list and it is doubtful if he will
be able to pitch any the first of the
season
The line-up will probably be the
same as went into the game with Buffalo last Saturday. The infield has
been getting in some snappy practice this week and is showing considerable improvement Cox, at short, is
handicapped with a bad foot but is
expecting to be in the game Friday.
Capt. Jack Reames is shining in center field this season and is swatting
the ole pill out as clean-up man.
Rusty Keel will very likely be behind
the plate when the game is called.
He is stopping them mighty well this
year and has a good wing to second.
Clemson is taking on a new and
very worthy opponent this season in
the University of Maryland. In their
trip through the state the team from
Maryland will stop at Tigertown next
Tuesday. Maryland always has an
A-l team and will be a hard outfit to
lick.
Up to date the schedule has not
been completed. The games through
next week are given below:
Friday, March 30, Furman at Clemson.
Saturday, March 31, Furman
at
Greenille.
Tuesday, April 3, Maryland at Clemson.
Thursday, April 5, Erskine at Clemson.
Friday, April 6, U. of Ga., at Clemson.
Saturday, April 7, U. of Ga. at
Clemson.
—J. M.
CAC
Be It ETer So Humble
I've kissed the Flapper in auto cars,
As by the road we'd park;
I've kissed them in the movies too,
Where all is nice and dark.
It's great to love some pretty flapper,
As thru the park you stroll;
Or stage a georgeous party,
On beach, or glade, or knoll.

ANNOUNCEMENT

But though I've tried in every place,
As all around I roam,
An Easter Cantata will be sung at At last I've come to realize,
There is no place like home.
the Baptist church Sunday, April 1, at
—Banter.
4 p. m. Everyone is invited.
CAC
CAC
On Saturday Coach Wade Woodward will bring his disciples of the
"National pastime" down from Morganton High to furnish the Rats with
nine reels of real baseball.
Wade
Woodward, second baseman and captain of last years team, knows baseball from Alpha to Omega, and much
opposition is expected when the Rats
and Morganton High cross bats next
Saturday afternoon.
So far the Rats have not completed
their schedule. It is expected that
they will play the freshmen teams
of all of the colleges in the state.
_F.

THE SONG OF THE BULL
It is "Bull" for your breakfast,
"Bull" for your dinner,
"Bull" at supper time;
It is roast "Bull", stewed "Bull",
fried "Bull",
"Bull" of every kind;
Never have ham,
Chicken or lamb,
Strange as it may seem,
Boys, I love Clemson College
But I can't gain any knowledge.
While eating that "Bull", "Bull",
Bull."
_E. T. Smith, '2«.
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it and say "well it doesn't matter
much." Do you think we would
astound this old terrestrial universe
very much if we adopted this attitude toward life? The answer is a
most emphatic "NO."
So let's start right now to get into
the proper frame of mind for some
victories on the athletic field. Let's
start at the bottom of things, and
maybe by that process of evolution
aforementioned we will amount to
something after all. What we want,
yea what we crave, is the opportunity to be a good winner.
—E. H. H.
CAC
A BIGGER TIGER

The circulation of The Tiger has
Entered as Second Class Matter at
the Post Office at Clemson College, grown from year to year At present
the average circulation is larger than
South Carolina.
it has ever been before. The circulaH. A. WOODLE ED. and Bus. Mgr. tion has grown as Clemson ha3
J. M. BANKIIEAD
Asst. Ed. grown, and now the size of The Tiger
E. H. HALL
Associate Ed. must correspond to this growth in
other ways. Next session must see
M. B. OLIVER
Associate Ed, a Tiger that not only has a larger
J. McMAHAN
Athletic Ed circulation, but one that is itself a
E. G. PARKER
Asso. Ath. Ed. larger paper.
At present there is only a limited
A. B. FITZGERALD
Ass. Ath. Ed
amount of space in our paper, and
B. C. LITTLEJOHN Alumni Editor this space is not all that should be
J. E. CROSSLAND
_
Locals filled by the Cadet Corps of Clemson
F. M. ZEIGLER
Y and Lit. Soe. College. The students can only find
T. R. VOGEL
Joke Ed. more expression for their ideas thru
Circulalion Department
the medium of a larger paper. A
W. M. BALLENGER Circulation Mgr. larger student publication will help
J. E. ROSS,
Asso. Cir. Mgr. the college more than one can realH. B. DOMINICK Asso. Circ. Mgr. ize, and that is what we all want to
do—help our college.
.:-;* CLUB
With a wider circulation, a larger
B. F. Robertson
"i'i
and more financial support, The
J. M. Dunlap
"■!■'•staff,
'<
Tiger for 1923-24 must be made to
J. E.
■•-- '26 roar as never before. We on the
E. D. Plowden
'2 4
W. W. Bryan
'2 0 present staff will do all that we can,
and we hope that our efforts may accomplish the desired ends. We realize that the cadets are in favor of a
greater Tiger, and so are we! Let us
pull together and make our efforts accomplish real wonders.
"For when the Last Great Scorer
—W.
comes
CAC
To write against your name,
SPRING FEVER
He writes not what you won or lost,
But how you played the game."
There is a certain knid of man
It has been said that spring is the
that we can never forget; though he time when young mens fancies. never
leaves us ,we cannot forget him—he get below the clouds, that it is the
is the man who played the game, he time when the poet's pen is never
was the best of good sports. It is still. Now it is all right for the poet's
the man who forgets himself and fancy to soar, and perhaps it is not
thinks of others, who gives himself detrimental for other men's fancies
whole-heartedly to te game, he it is to turn lightly to thoughts of love,
that wins out. There is one inviolable but it little applys to Clemson cadets.
rule in the code of a good sport:
Fancy is a good thing in its place,
"Play the game."
but when it begins to> butt in and
What is needed at Clemson are men mar a man's efforts, it is time for
who play the game from start to fin- that man to check this emotion. This
ish, men who are not afraid to say does not mean that cadets are differwhat they think and to do what | enL from other human beings (though
they think right. We need more men they are in a way), but it means that
who play the game as the game should
ot afford to succumb to
be played, who play according to
for even one day or
the rules. There are mpny good
If he allows himself to put
sports at Clemson, but they do- not
-s off, if he allows himself to be
always play according to the rules.
in by the promises of spring,
When a person doesn't play according* ill surely hit the bottom with a
to the rules, then he forfeits all i force that will knock him off his feet.
claim to the name of a fair player.
So, fellows, let's remember that
If he cannot keep to the rules, then
g fever was created for a special
he should not hinder the game.
i purpose, but that purpose was not
We cadets live under a military i for the use of cadets who hope to do
system; we are governed by that sys- 1 their best during the latter part of a
tem until we leave the college walls.
;a semester. We can use this
We knew that Clemson was a military
:ver for good, though. We
school even before we entered. When
dream of the promises that it
we entered, we added our names to the ; holds out of a summer that is to be
lists, and to leave the field as vi.
| be crowded with everything that is
we must forget ourselves for the : good, a summer that holds no text
moment and play 'the game for tne : books or examinations. However, this
game's sake. We must be good los- l dream cannot be too long, or else we
11 as good winners; we must i shall awake too late. We can use
accept the things we meet and make j spring, yes, but we must use it in
the best out of them; we must see j small doses—and sparingly..
that we cannot overthrow the entire
_W.
system to suit our individual desires.
There are others besides ourselves,
CAC
others who are watching arid waiting
to see what the outcome will be. The JUNIOR-SENIOR DECORATIONS
race is on, and if we are to win out,
we must play the game as all good
It seemed as if the old mess hall
ts play the game.
—W.
j was an entirely different place when
' _
CAC
they removed the decorations that
THE GOOD WINNER.
had adorned the hall since May of
li)22; it seemed desolate and bare;
In a recent issue of a publication We had become accustomed to the
that has a large number of readers beauty that we enjoyed during.every
among the cadets we saw the fol- meal, and it seemed as if we were belowing motto: "Be a good loser but x\v,< robbed when these beautiful dec. don't make it a habit." We think the orations were removed. In short,
o is well suited to almost all men, we learned to appreciate a little
occasions. It is a great thing to be of the artistic, whether we were arable to be a good loser—whole speeches tists or not.
and orations are delivered commendHoweer, our mess hall was not desing a good loser—but now isn't it far tined to remain bare, for it is again
better to be a good winner.
beginning to array itself in all of
We have been good losers in a good its glory. The Junior-Senior Commitmany of our athletic games in the tee has started dressing the mess
past—in fact far too many times. hall in colors and streamers that
Probably the teams are subconscious- promise an effect that can only be
ly aware of the fact that if games imagined. Every day when we enare lost, we will take it with a smile. ter the doors ,we see new evidence
This is all very well on occasions, of tis committee's untiring efforts.
but we should impress upon the They promise great things, and from
athletes, yea urge it upon them, that the start they have made, it seems
we would smile out loud if these that they may well
that
occasions were fewer and far be- when they finish we promise
will scarcely
tween. .
We become "used to losing on the know our mess hall.
Since we want to make this coming
athletic field and slowly we assume
the same attitude in our studies. Junior-Senior Reception one of the
When, at certain times, we make a biggest successes yet, it behooves us
grade on a subject, two marks below to do all in our power to see that
"satisfactory," we are wont to pass none of the decorations are bothered.
it off lightly with a smile and say Let us do all in our power to assist
"oh well, who cares." By the slow the decoration committee and Mother
process of evolution we pass from "Mid". Let us unite in our efforts
college and enter the walks of every- to make old Clemson stand forth in a
day life.
After getting a job and blaze of glory on the night of May
performing the duties of that job the eleventh.
—W.
for a while, what if we should lose

(fcftitemlj

AMONG OURSELVES
Eery year, more privileges have
been extended to the Corps of Cadets.
These privileges have been given in
order to make the military life of the
college more pleasant for all the students. Undoubtedly, the cadets as a
body enjoy these privileges, and do
all that they can to be worthy of
them. If the cadets who enter Clemson now would only compare the life
in barracks to what is was at
one time, they will see what great
steps have been taken toward the
goal of making barracks life as pleasant as possible
Among such a large number of students there are always a few who do
not think, who do not care for others, and who care only for themselves.
These are the persons who cannot
see Deyond their noses, and who can
not De made to see the benefit resulting irom a more lenient use of the
military system. These few men are
,ne ones who should stop for a moment, and turn aside from their egousLit ideas, thinking for tne while
or others.
When a person cannot enjoy a privilege himself, has he the right to bar
otners Irom enjoying that privilege?
Tnis is the question that a few cadets
need to answer for themselves, and
if they are fair and square, they cannot help arriving at one conclusion.
Xhat conclusion is: "If 1 cannot enjoy
a tiling myself, if I cannot see the
adantages in having certain privileges, if 1 cannot think as others
think, then 1 shall remember that I
owe it to myself and others to step
aside and play the part of a good
t."
There are a few seniors who turn
up their noses, and with a pleasant
growl say: "Humph, what are privileges to me anyway? I never get
anything out of them; I don't go off
on week-end leaves; 1 don't stay out
on the campus after call to quarters.
Why should I worry? It won't hurt
me one way or the other, so there."
And still, such a fellow thinks that
he is a good sport, and is playing the
game as it should be played.
Let us understand, men, the man
who thinks only of himself will not
last long when he bucks up against
cue real things in life. It is bad
enough not to care what effect your
actions have on others, but it is even
worse to brag about not giving a hurrah. The man who does this is only
showing his real character, and such
a character is nothing to be proud
of. Therefore, fellows, while you may
not care about a thing yourself ,just
remember that there are others who
may. Play the part of a man. If
you do, you will not think only of
-W.
yourself.
-CACARE YOU DOING YOUR PART?
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Loose Leaf Note Books
Lef ax Note Books
Note Book Fillers

—Most Anything You Want.

Clemson Jewelry

COME ONCE, AND
YOU'LL COME AGAIN
Y. M. C. A. NOTES
Mr. L. B. Harrall, a student from
Emory University, was on the campus last week trying to work up a
delegation to attend the Student Fellowship for Christian Service Conference which meets in Atlanta April
6-8. This conference is similar to the
Student Volunteer Conference which
met at Winthrop during February,
the principal difference being that the
Student Fellowship Conference is in
behalf of the home field instead of
the foreign field
Mr. Harrell called a meeting of the
cabinet, the Friendship Council and
others interested and explained to
them just what the conference would
mean to those that attended it.. At
this meeting several spoke as though
they would attend the conference.
This new movement in the south
will mean to the home field what the
j Student Volunteer movement means
[ to the foreign field. The home field
1
has been neglected so far as an organization of this kind is. concerned,
i and it is hoped that by means of such
' an organization the home field may be
] ied with a greater number of
workers.

Pennants
Pillow Covers
Stationery
Fountain Pens
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies
Eversharp Pencils

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L. Cleveland Martin
The Rexall Druggist
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AN ANNOUNCEMENT
Beginning Wednesday, March 28, a
j mid-week Vesper Service will be held
: in the "Y" every Wednesday evening
after supper. This meeting will
' be open to everyone who wishes to
attend. The program will consist of
a short song service followed by a
short talk. Special music will be had
occasionally.
Remember the day, Wednesday, and
the time, 6:35.
CAC

What is the matter with our literary societies these days ? Someone
cerbiiiniy is not doing his part to make
our literary societies what they once
were and ..
they should always be.
Is it you who are holding them down'!
students whose names appear
The "Y" now has two moving picon the rolls of the societies seldom, ture machines installed This will iner, attend the meetings, nor do crease the. efficiency of the picture
do anything towards making our service very much Heretofore, it has
societies any better. Instead the been necessary to stop between every
time which snould be devoted to lit- two reels in order to change reels, but
erary society work is spent in the pool now it will be possible to show a
rooms, in the picture snows, in the non-stop show. As soon as the operdance hall, or somewhere else. Such ators become
accustomed to the
should not be the case.. The socie- two machines, the "Y" picture show
ties are for us, and if we do not make should measure up to the A-l class.
them what they should be, if we do
CAC
;
not derive our full share of their benALUMNI NOTES '
efits, whose fault is it? Too often
we realize this fault too late. Too of"Joe" H. Moss, '22, is now doingten we are Juniors or even Seniors
before we join literary
societies. construction work with the Illinois
Why? Too often we do not realize Central Railroad in Paxton, 111., near
our opportunities until it is too late. Chicago.
Too often we pass it off by saying-,
Mr. James P. Harrall, '16, who is
••What's the use? Oh I know enough
about how to speak and how to write with the Ohio Telephone Company,
without joining a literary society." was recently transferred from Akron
But do you ? Can you speak before a to Canton, Ohio.
crowd several minutes without getting stage-fright, or can you prepare
Mr. J. E. Hannahan '13, of Susquean acceptable debate, or can you write I hanna, Pa., is an appraiser for the
an essay on a topic of the day? If not I Erie Railroad Company.
—and certainly most of us cannot^
then now is the time for us to learn ! ■ Mr. V. Livingston, '03, of Columbia,
hov\'. The opportunity presents itself. S. C, is a salesman for Munice Oil
Are we going to grasp it or are we Engine Company of Munice, Indiana.
going to let it pass ?
It is up to us, as members of the
F. W. Smith, '09, is a sales engin•various literary societies, to get be- eer for the Weinman Pump & Supply
hind the men who are not members Company of Pittsburgh, Pa..
of literary societies or those who are
jers but who do not attend regThe following wedding announceularly and encourage them to take ment will be of special interest to the
more interest in society work. If we members of Class '17:
as members who realize the benefits
Mr. Forest D. Long
to be derived from literary societies
announces the marriage
and who are willing to put forth exof his daughter
tra eiiorts, will get behind non-memWinnifred Myrtle
bers and those who are members only
to
in name, and push things from now
Mr. Bonneau Kennerly Steadman
until the end of school, then those
on Tuesday, March fifteenth
whom we get started in literary so- nineteen hundred and twenty-three
ciety work will owe us a great deal,
in Richmond, Va.
for we shall besides receiving bem
After April 1 they will make their
fit for ourselves, be doing our fellow home in Richmond where Mr. Steadstudents worlds of lasting good.
man has a position with the Standard
It is up to us, who see this oppor- Paper Manufacturing Co., as chemist
tunity for doing good, to grasp it. and purchasing agent.
Shall we let it pass or shall we strive
to make our literary societies what
R. B. Waters of Sumter, S. C., Is
they ought to be?
secretary and treasurer of the Sumter
—E. D. P.
Pine Company.
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T CAFETERIA
We Serve Regular Meals,
Pies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
Ice Cream,
Ice Cold Milks,
Soft Drinks,
Fruits and Candies,
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT
To the People of Clemson College.—
I will do gardening and floral
work. AVill assist in any and all
lines of community service. Reliability and Punctuality. Special
features.—C. B. Henry, Canipns.

PUBLIC SALES

■

We have purchased 122,000 pair
U. S. Army Munson last shoes, sizes
5 1-2 to 12, which was the entire
surplus stock of one of the largest
U. S. Government shoe contractors.
This shoe is guaranteed one hundred percent leather, color dark tan,
bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof.
The actual value of this shoe is $6.00.
Owing to this tremendous buy we can
offer same to the public at $2.95.
Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If
shoes are not as represented, we will
cheerfully refund your money upon
request.

' NATIONAL BAY STATE
SHOE COMPANY
206 Broadway
NEW YORK, N.

Y.
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Azi: "What's your idea of blind
"Your little girl wants to kiss you
lave?"
over the phone,"
explained the
Muth: "A fellow who kisses his stenog demurely,
—Voo Doo.
girl the same night he takes her to
see the Ziegfield Follies"-—Voo Doo.
A Questionable Word.
Prof. Abraham Lincoln WilliamsFirst Co-ed:
"How Arline has Ulysses! am pants a conjrnon noun?
Ulusses S. G. Adams—Pants am
gained in popularity lately!"
Second Co-ed: "You said it. She a on-common noun Professa'.
Prof. A. L. W.—How come, onbuys twice as many hairnets as she
common noun ?
used to."
U. S. G. A—Becoz' Professa', pants
am
singula' at de top an' plooral at
Nice Moral
the bottom.—Brown Bull.
Healthy girl
Cigarettes
Out Beneath the Stars.
Little grave
His cigarette cut a flaming arc in
Violets.
the blackness and sank with a hiss
into the river.
Prof.: "Who are the closest ob"You know," turning to her, "it's
servers ?"
hard to pick a girl in New York.
Stude: "Near-signted people."
Every one I've been introduced to,
this last month, has been pretty."
"What's that?"
He frowned a little in abstraction.
"I sez, is a feller wot calls on his "Yes—even beautiful."
girl in a thunder shower a rain"Well, why do you like me?" she
bow?"—Black and Blue Jay.
said, in a soft whisper.
Oh,—you're so different!!'
Crit: "The picture of the horse
is good, but where is the wagon?"
Woman is versatile:
She can
Art: "Oh,, the horse will draw look apologetic in a Ford and
that."—Lyre.
haughty in a Packard.—Brown Bull.
Voice (from dark parlor): "My, but
Dull—"What do you like most
your nose is cold!"
about her?"
■Helpful brother (to irate father who
Droll—"My arms.'
is suspicious) Gee, Pop, I bet Rover is
—Green Gander.
in. the parlor again."—Burr.
First Roomie—"I say, Jack, are
"So you are the music professor?" you asleep?"
"Yes, I "wrote Annie Laurie * * but
Second Ditto—-"We-ell, what is it?"
she never answered me."—Boll WeeFirst R.—"Why I thought if you
vil.
happened to be awake, maybe you
could lend me a dollar to go to Hamp
Frosh: "I am trying to grow a mus- with."
Second R.—"What the H—11 are you
tache and I am wondering what color
bothering me for, can't you see I'm
it will be when it comes out."
Ditto: "At the rate it is growing, fast asleep?"—Lord Jeff.
I should think it will be gray." —Sour
Owl.
The girl who's not good looking
but can dance like a million is like an
It was in the subway during the Elgin movement in an Ingersoll case.
rush hour. The little man suddenly
—Widow.
thought of pickpockets,. Thursting
his hand into his pocket he found
So This is Woman.
another hand there ahead of him.
Well, I was out
"Get out, you thief"
For a little stroll.
"Get out yourself," said the other.
And I saw her.
"Say" interrupted a third. "If you
She said, "Hello,"
two guys will get your hands out of
And I couldn't
my pocket, I'll get off here."—Jester.
Be rude
To a lovely
A Defense of a Stag
Girl like that.
I like to stag because
I soon saw
It is so delightfully informal,
She was the
And one can roam about at will,
Pumnkins umbrella.
Smoakins:, chatting, or playing
Tall with
around
Green eyes,
Without worry about HER . . . .
And such blonde
Bobbed hair.
I like to stag because
Lissome, the guy
There are no taxis and after-theThat writes books
dance
Would say.
Expenses, and then, too,
So we went
A stag can come and leave when
To the movies
He dern pleases.
And took a little
Walk afterwards.
I like to stag because
And she was
You aren't continually compelled
All that a
To manufacture a "line"
Beautiful girl
Or listen to HER
Can be ■
Tell of her last date
On the first date.
The dances she has been forced to
And after our
Goodnight kiss,
Refuse.
*
*
*
*
*
*
I resolved to
I wish I had a date . . .
Call her up
—Showme.
The very next
The sport editors want to know
Niarht.
who it was that got a home run from
So I sat
a knock-out off Storm Thurmond—
Dreaming about
_R. D.
Her.
It was my first
New College Quartette.
f.ni" for a vear
Marvelous girl.
I. L. Hinson. First Tenor.
W. L. Ballentine, Second Tenor.
And then my eye
Tit on the picture
H. S. Singley, Baratone.
Of my room-mates'
H. L. Hinson, Bass
—R. B.
Best girl.
T
t was the lady
Things for the Senior to worry
T had picked ur>.
He was in Chicago
about.
For this week-end.
1—A dip.
2—A job.
Carlyle's
3—A dip.
"French Revolution."
4—A job.
—Octopus.
He "Why. you'll freeze at the
game with silk' stockings!"
Rat Wooten—"How can I make a
She—"Yes, I know. But our seats Block C.?"
are in the top row."
Steve—"Can you play football?"
Rat Wooten—"NO!"
A practical joker gives Jones a
Steve—"Can you run?"
cigar that is loaded. Jones, susR, W.—"NO!'
picious, passes it on to Smith.
Steve—"Can you play baseball?"
And Smith, because Jones had
R. W.—"NO!'
never given him a thing before m
Steve—"Well, go orf and be water
his life, passes it on to a practical boy. If you'll carry water for four
Jolcci?
years they'll give you a block."
Who smoked it and got mad!
R. W.—"I wouldn't mind carrying
It's a funny world!
—Froth. water but doggone if I want to wear
a water bucket on my sweater."
Ladio
I called my love by radio,
He can't take a hint.
In hopes that she would hear.
Lang (after having eaten everyI asked her if she'd marry me,
thing in the tea room that wouldn't
And closed it, "Billy, dear.'
bite. "Waiter, what is the next
course?"
Oh, sad is my predicament,—
Black Boy—"Fresh air.'
Indeed' a sorry mess; _
When I turned in my receivers
"Why Bob Smith! How dare you
I heard forty answers, "Yes!"
—Lord Jeff. pass me upon the street?"
"Oh, I beg your pardon,
Milly.
"Take the message and I'll get it You have on a new pair of shoes and
I didn't recognize you."—Phoenix.
from you later."

The June-bug has his wings of gold, BUFFALO WINS FROM TIGERS
Keel, c
2 0 0 4 2 0
The fire-fly wings of flame.
Strickland, c
2 0 0 4 2 0
The bed-bug has no wings at all,
Crosland, p
1 0 0 0 2 0
(Continued from page 1)
But he gets there just the same.
1 1 o 0 0 0
Murr duplicated. No runs, no hits. Vincent, If
•—Lord Jeff.
1 0 0 0 0 0
Sheehan struck out.
Crosland Davis, x
10 0 0 0 0
bounced one off Kindon's shoulder Stevenson xx
Alone Again Blues.
0 1 0 0 0.0
giving him first base. Marsh skied Lang, xxx
I stood at my window at midnight
out to Gibson. Le Pard flied out to.
Staring thru the air
Totals
34 ^ 7 24 13 5
Reams. No runs, no hits.
When a comely maid pulled down her
THIRD INNING—Gibson looked at
shade
four and took a walk. Keel and Cros- Buffalo
AB R H PO A E
And left me standing there.
land struck out in order. Richards Dyer> !f
--. 5 1 2 2 0 0
—Octopus.
singled over third, but Gibson was Spencer, cf
5 3 2 2 1 0
nabbed at the hot corner, Webb to
2 0 0 1 2 0
Johnny, when we have been stand- Heitmann to Webb. No runs, one hit. Webb, 3b
Schwartz, ab
3 1 0 1 1 0
ing here in the doorway, has it
Dyer started the third with a clean Kane, rf
2 1 1 0 0 0
ever dawned on you—
single
over
second
base.
Spencer
4 0 2 11 1 0
Good gosh no! You'd never let me duplicated, sending Dyer to third. Heitmann, lb
•Sheehan, ss
2 1 2 0 1 0
stay that late.
Webb hit in front of the plate and Garvey, ss
10 0 12 0
was safe when Murr dropped Keel s Kindon, 2b
12 10 2 2
A Wet One.
3 1 0 5 0 0
"What is your idea of the tightest low throw. Dyer scored on the play. Marsh, c
Kane bunted and was out, Crosland Stearns, c
1 0 1 4 1 0
man in college?"
2 0 10 0 0
"The man who don't take a shower to Murr. Heitmann singled to center, Gerard, p
1 0 0 0 0 0
because they soak you. too much." snoving Spencer across the rubber. Mohardt, p
1 0 0 0 1 0
—Yale Record Sheehan hit a single to left neio, Baene, p
scoring Webb.
Gibson fielded the
Totals
34 10 12 27 12 2
An Irishman had carried mortar to ball perfectly and nabbed Heitmann
x Batted for Gibson in the ninth,
the tot) floor of a skyscraper and when he attempted to make it to
xx Batted for Strickland in the
couldn't find his way down. The boss third. Sheehan pilfered second bas^
and Kindon promptly iaceo a double ninth.
missed him and called up:
to
center
field
as
Sheehan
scampered
xxx Batted for
Vincent in the
"Pat, why don't you come down?"
across the plate.
Marsh was safe ninth.
"I don't know the way."
when
Richards
hobbled
his
grounder.
Score by innings—
Why come down the way you
He stole second and scored on Le
Clemson
000 002 022— 6
went up."
Buffalo
106 111 OOx—10
"Sure now, and what does yez Pard's single. Dyer rolled out, Crosto Murr. Six runs, six hits.
Summary—Two base hits—Kindon,
think I am?" came back, "I came land
FOURTH INNING—Chappel sail- Dyer, Richards; Sacrifice
hits—
up head firsth- -Flamingo.
ed a clean single over second base. Reames, Cox, Kane; Stolen basesCox sacrificed him to second and was Kane, Sheehan, Kindon, March; Hit
Every Man His Just Deserts
out, Webb to Heitmann. Reames by pitcher—Kindon (by Crosland);
The orator eats tongue, we hear,
grounded out, Sheehan to Heitmann. Struck out by Crosland 2, Gibson 4,
The Sultan, turkey lunch,
Melton skied out to Spencer. No runs, LePard 5, Mohardt 1, Baene 3; Base
The undertaker drinks his bier,
on balls off Gibson 4, LePard 1, Moone hit.
The pugilist his punch.
Gibson was pitching for Clemson, hardt 2, Baene 1; Hits off Crosland
Strickland catching and Vincent in 8 in 3 innings; off Gibson, 4 in 5
The
acrobat spring water drinks,
T
left field.
Spencer was safe as innings; off LePard, 2 in 4 innings;
he banquet man eats toast,
Surveyors eat their stakes, we think, Richards fumbled his roller. He at- off Mohardt, 0 in 2 innings; off
tempted to steal second but Strickland Baene, 5 in 3 innings. Passed balls,
And editors a roast.
cut him off by four feet, Richards re- Stearns, Strickland 2; Double plays—
ceiving. Webb took three swings and Reames to Murr; Earned
runs,
Shoemakers have fillet of sole,
went for a drink of water. Kane Buffalo 3, Clemson 4; Left on bases
The printer, pie and sweets.
walked and stole second. He scored —Buffalo 5, Clemson 8; Winning
The hungry actor eats his role,
on Heitman's single. Gibson caught pitcher—LePard; Losing pitcher—
Policemen munch their beats.
Heitmann off first by a beautiful Crosland; Time of game, 1:50; Um—Gargoyle.
bit of throwing and some able assist- pires—Werner and Herron.
CAC
.
ance from Murr. One run, one hit.
—E. G. P.
CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY
FIFTH INNING—Murr swung at
CAC
three of Mohardt's twisters. Gibson
The Calhoun literary society held was out on a bounder, Kindon to HeitJUNIOR-SENIOR RECEPTION
its usual weekly meeting last Friday mann. Strickland struck out.
No
runs, no hits.
(Continued from page 1 ).
The declaimer, J. P. Batson, gave
Sheehan singled to left field. G.
a good declamation entitled "Lin- Garvey ran for Sheehan. Gibson
coln's
Gettysburg Address." The found him off first and whipped the two classes, and almost an equal numreader, T. E. P. Woodard, read a se- pill to Murr. Garvey tried for second ber of girls are expected. It is probthe largest social affair of its
lection that was very entertaining. but was caught when Murr tossed to ably
Kindon
walked and kind in the state.
The debate, which was the last part Richards.
The decoration committee, under
of the program, came next.
The promptly stole second. Stearns hit
query under consideration was "Re- to center field and the ball took a the able direction of "Mother Mid", is
solved that, the cooperative system crooked hop .past Reames. Jack doing noble work and is progressing
of marketing is better than the pres- flashed after it and cut Stearns off right along. These boys are deterent system of marketing." J. C. at second by a sensational tnrow. mined to have the most beautifully
Cheatam and T. S. Smith defended Kindon scoring in the interim. Mo- decorated mess hall in the history of
the affirmative; L. C. Timmons and hardt struck out. One run, two hits. the college, and the calibre of their
SIXTH iJNNIiMG—Vincent took a work so far, as shown by the quality
H. W. Condor spoke on the negative.
The judges decided in favor of the walk. Richards also took four balls. of the decorations up to date, fully
affirmative, though both sides de- Chappell grounded out, Kindon to justifies their statements. "Mother
Heitmann.
Vincent and Richards Mid", is always the hardest worker
served credit.
As there was no other business the scored on a passed ball by Stearns. of all, and it would be impossible to
Cox flied out to Harvey.
Reames have any decorations at all were it
society adjourned.
J. R. S.
grounded out, Harvey to neitmann. not for her ideas and supervision.
—.—CAC
We are deeply grateful to her for
Two runs, no hits.
PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY
Dyer popped up to Gibson. Spen- making the Junior-Senior reception
cer was safe on Melton's bobble. possible.
The regular meeting of the Palmet- Schwartz advanced him and was out,
The president of the Junior class
to was held Friday evening just after Melton to Murr. Spencer took third has already sent an invitation to Gov.
supper. The attendance was good, on a passed ball by Strickland and : and Mrs. McLepd to be present at
though not perfect by any means.
scored as the next one was passed.! this affair, and all are looking forward
Upon the completion of the open- Kane was out, Cox to Murr. One run, i to^ their first visit since the Governxercises the program was taken no hits.
or's inauguration. Invitations are
n usual order. Messers W. R.
SEVENTH
INNING — Melton ' given to the president of the college,
Smith and C. C. Sartor for the nega- grounded out. Baene to Heitmann. the directors of the various departtive against L. W. Arnold and J. A.
singled through the infield. ments, the military staff, and the
White for the affirmative had a very trt-bson was safe on a grounder when coaches.
heated argument over the question, Kindon tried for Murr at second, •The girls, however, are the real fea"Resolved, That Capital Punishment otrickland struck
out.
Vincent ture of the reception. We hope that
Should be Abolished." The orator of grounded out, Schwartz to Heit- these rays of sunshine will come from
the evening was absent. The de-No
. w runs,
*. HIIU, one
UUC XlX-ii*
hit
far and near in large numbers this
claimed, Messers J. F. Jones and W.
rounde
They will make the function
d out, Cox to year.
iff in carried out their part in Murf^T £
Ut by the Strik much more interesting for all congood.style. They both showed plainly ott^-routT"^ Kindon
S-° walked
cerned, and especially for the lucky
and boys
that they have been attending Dr 7+ ri■ ,, 5? •
on whose bids they come.
bed Wm as h
sec
Daniel's classes. Mr. W. E. Goff read for. S
The dance, which starts immediatend l
°nd.
No runs, no hits " *£d
a very good essay on "Thoughts' and
EIGHTH INNING--Richards was ly following the termination of the
Their Expression."
Mr. G. D. Grice
Kindon's error.
Chappell banquet, affords an opportunity for
furnished the amusement with a good struckonout.
Sterns missing the third the "disciples of terpsichore' which
selection of jokes. Mr. P. M. Garvin, one but getting Chappell at first should be taken by all who know how
who was called upon for an extem- Cox singled, advancing on Reames' to move one foot before the other
poraneous speech made a few remarks sacrifice fly to Dyer which scored with a shuffling motion.
on "The Behavior, of Cadets at the Richards. Kindon bobbled Melton's
The date of the Junior-Senior ReFicture Show". He brought out sev- roller as Cox went to third. Murr ception is May 11th.
eral points which seemingly have not singled through second scoring Cox
—E. H. H.
considered by some cadets, but
on was caught as he tried for
_
CAC
,
certainly should be. Prof. J. T. Mc- third, Spencer to Schwartz. Two
•r happened to be visiting the runs, two hits.
Four Tragedies
society. When called upon for a
Stearns walked. Baene hit a line There was a young man from Sallis,
talk, he responded in a very forceful
to Reames who whipped it back Who had a dame named Alice;
manner. He emphasised the impor- drive
to Murr with the speed of a rifle She wolud bill and coo,
tance, of Literary Society work, using bullet, doubling Stearns off first And her gum she'd chew.
several good illustrations to make his Dyer smashed a double to left field 'Till her pa kicked him with malice.
meaning clear. He also commented Spencer was safe on Cox's fumble of
on the society work at Clemson. If his grounder. Schwartz struck out There was a keen dame from Lulu,
such points as these were brought to No runs, one hit.
Who did a step of the Hula;
the attention of the boys more, it
She swallowed her false teeth,
NINTH
INNING—Davis
was
hitwould do a lot toward improving soWhich gave her great grief,
ting
for
Gibson.
He
flied
out
to
When she woke next day in the
ciety work.
Spencer.
Stevenson, batting for
"cooler".
The reports of the various commit- Strickland, grounded out, Garvey to
tees were then heard; the judges re- Heitmann. Lang, at bat for Vinported in favor of the affirmative.
cent, took a walk. Richards met one Willie looking down the gun,
The Palmetto members should not for two bases in right field, scoring Pulled the trigger just for fun;
be satisfied with anything less than Lang. Chappell singled to left, scor- Mamma said in accents pained.
a good program like this every week, ing Richards. Cox was safe on Her- "Willie is so scatter-brained."
but it requires the cooperation of man's error, Chappell taking third on
every member for the society to be the play. Cox went down on the first Willie and the other brats
up all the rough on rats,
success.
pitch. Reames struck out. Two Licked
Father said when Ma cried,
—-W. J. R.
runs, two hits.
"Never mind, they'll die outside."
BOX SCORE.
CAC
—The Mississippian
Clemson
AB R H PO A E
Mr. Farnk H. Lathrop, '13, who has Richards, 2b
4 3 2 3 12
Slim: "What do you do up there
been connected with the Oregon State Chappell, rf
5 0 2 1 0 0 in Canada?"
Agricultural College
Experiment Cox, ss
4 1 1 0 2 1
Jim: "Well, in the summer we
Station, has recently accepted a posi- Reames, cf
4 0 0 1 2 0 fish and love the girls. An then in
tion in the Department of Zoology Melton, 3b
4 0 0 1 1 1 the winter, there's no fishing."
4 0 2 9 0 1
and Entomology of Ohio State Uni- Murr, lb
CAC
Gibson, If, p
2 0 0 2 3 0
versity, Columbus, Ohio.
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Clemson College, S. C.
SPEAKING OF RAIN, those who
March 28th, 1923.
did not go to Anderson Friday can't
appreciate the real enjoyment which Dr. E. J. Stewart,
University of Texas,
may be derived from occupying a
Austin, Texas.
ringside seat at a March downpour.
• • •
Dear Doc,
WE HAD A SWELL seat on top of
Well, Doc, I suppose that you are
the bench roof of the Tiger team now working the stuffing out of the
and had just settled down to enjoy a Longhorn football warriors and enfull nine inning fracas. Abe Rich- joying the balmy climate of the Lone
ards was out on the first play. Chap- Star State. I think we could use some
pell smashed a hot one to short of that same climate right here if it
where is was fumbled. Cox struck was only consistent, as you know the
out, and Jack Reames was up with weather is right changeable at ClemChappell on first.
son during the spring months. Capt.
• • *
May it putting the Tigers through
JACK PASSED UP the first one their spring training paces these afwhich was a ball. Luke Urban, star ternoons and Coach Reed is keeping
catcher of the Bisons, caught it on the track team busy while the basethe end of a finger and suffered a ball coaches are having their hands
broken digit. While Buffalo was rig- full with the ball tossers. By the
ging out another receiver, the clouds time you get back to the hills next
cut loose with their pent-up fury and week we will be in fine shape, athpandemonium reigned—or rained.
letically speaking, and 1 think you
• • »
will be pleased to note that things
BLEACHER FANS scurried to have been improving every day.
shelter while the players and attaches
Well Doc, nothing of particular imbeat it to the stands. From our van- portance has transpired since you left
tage poin at the very top of the except that the guard room bell which
grandstand we saw practically every has been christened "Old Faithful"
drop of rain that fell on the diamond. took a Bolsevik notion the other day
They were so fast and thick that It and refused to function for about 48
was impossible to get any kind of hours. However, it is now running
box score, though.
as per schedule and is regularly send• • •
ing out its musical tone upon the
FOR TEN minutes it rained. Then spring air to the delight of all confor ten more it poured. After that cerned.
it was a cloudburst. The park was
Well Doc, they have lately took a
truly flooded with young rivers all notion to feed the corpse of cadets
over the infield. All over the stands milk for supper every two or three
were heard remarks like, "Fine day nights instead of coffee. Now, I don t
for ducks," "Let's go fishing," "This know what your ideas are regarding
is great on the crops," etc. ad mfl- dietectics, but personally ever since
nitum.
the days that Maggie and I were
• • •
young, very young, I have considered
A TRIO of the Clemson ball-tossers that day lost whose low descending
annexed a number of Anderson beau- sun does not bring me a cup of fraties during the shower and seemed grant smoking Java to finis up.™e
very grateful to Jupiter Pluvius. evening meal. Milk may be all right
While we were standing in front of for athletes who are in training but
the Plaza with Shorty Bryan won- I am not in training for any athdering if it would be another flood, letics except extra walking and corthis self-same trio drove up- in a car respondence and I find that the aforeand they were surrounded on all said Java is very refreshing after a
sides by members of the fair sex. trip or so around the justly-famed
Yea, 'tis an ill shower that doesnt extra square. Also, I don't think that
bring pleasure to somebody.
the coffee has had any marked effect
on the way I handle a UnderSATURDAY'S GAME was entirewood If I should discover that it was
ly a different matter. It was the real, slowing up my speed or something,
simon-pure article. It was an ideal
would of course cut it out.
•baseball day and the game looked like I Well,
old Jupe Pluvius knocked
spring has came. For a while it was us for aDoc,
row
of Chinese cop sticks at
a kind of slugfest but it developed
into the genuine thing Defore the Anderson Friday but the Saturdayshades of dusk fell fast over the affairs was pulled off according to
schedule. The Buffalo outfit sure does
park.
,
>
g
murder a baseball. For details, see
SEVERAL FANCY PLAYS were first page of this issue. As you
executed in the course of the after- know, we hook up with our old friend
noon. Jack Reames and Chappell Billy Laval Friday in a catch-as-can,
contributed fielding features. Gibson no decision, fight to the finish and
worked like an old timer in the box. from all indications it is going to be
The Buffalo players were high in their a whale of a game, to use one of your
praise of Gib's twirling. We expect favorite expressions. I suppose yon
great things from this lad before the will be back in time to witness the
Maryland game on next Tuesday and
season ends.
I hope we can put one over on them.
• * •
Well, Doc, here's hoping it wont
THE RALLY in the ninth made
things look brighter for the Tigers. rain Friday and that we can chalk
It promised great things in the future up a victory over the Hornets that
for it showed that the team has the day as well as the next.
Yours without a struggle, JiGf.
fighting spirit which never admits
CAC
defeat until three are out in the
Clemson College, S. C.
ninth.
• * *
March 27, 1923.
RUNT HERRON, star left-fielder Dear Gene
of last year's Clemson nine, and now
Boy, it sure Gawd are difficult
a dignified professor in the Ander- times these scandaleous days. Boy,
son High School, "covered" the game it's suptim awful. I'se as been up
for the Anderson Tribune. Runt says here now five year, and the latest of
that he will probably play outfield for de fibe hast been de "senior year ,
the Anderson club of the Carolina yeah, for you know when you wears
League this summer. He was quite a a gold hat cord, an a second lieutenstar with them last year.
ant, and etc. But I got that beat.
« • »
I aint been no "second" lieutenant
A CENSUS of the grand stand at Ah bin a leftenant and have enjoyed
Saturday's fracas would have reveal- the multitudineous privileges of a seed a surprising number of Clemson nior for 144 hours. I didn't mind the
people at the game. The players felt arrest about de Ford, 'cause I go to
almost at home with so many of the classes all day and most of the night
cadets and people of the campus on anyway, and room arrest didn t bother
hand. Chink Ricker was seen to cast me but Ah sure do think it hard
envious eyes at the tromDone artist lines when you "set up" an assistant
who was with the band in the stands. commandant to de "If you believe its
The band was right up to snuff, so —its so," and then get "busted ,
though, and played all the latest and have to tote a rifle, etc. But the
popular airs except Casey Jones and queer part of it, "I believed it was
Over There.
so" that I wouldn't get "busted', buo
• * *
"it is not so."
THE FURMAN HORNETS will InThen, too, being on the same <J. U.
vade Tigertown Friday. They have with Stump Banks is not a consumpplayed two games already, winning tion devoutly to be wished.
from the Greenville Spinners and losAfter this, I am going to carry
ing to Ware Shoals. Friday's game that alarm clock in my back pocket
will be open the collegiate season and all the time so I will continually be
should be a snappy encounter, which ahead of time.
same might be said of any FurmanThen, too, I spose on April 2, and
Clemson contest.
ever after, seniors will lose those privileges and so after a year of residence
-CACas a senior, I have had mine exactly
Mr. E. W. Garris, '15, who is assis- three days.
tant to Mr Verd Peterson, superBut on account of an assistant
visor of the Smith-Hughes work in commandant, I call that the irony of
South Carolina, spent last week-end fate.
on the campus.
Yours after reduction,
"Ye Cid."
Ex-Highcocolorum
Mr. and Mrs. "Boo" Armstrong anp. S. Brodeas Wertz has at last
nounce the birth of a daughter, Louise
conceded that a pencil must be leaa.
Lenoir, on March 16
Y. C.
CAC

Graduates in Animal Husbandry
i>ome well in L.HTSB universities.
The following paragraphs from letters wriwen t>y j^roiessor F. a. Morrison oi tne University of Wisconsin
ana .Professor E. fc>. Good oi Kentucky State University bring out tne
iuea tnat Clemson graduates in Animal HusDanury are aDie to make
good recoras even when in competition witn students irom tne best
livestock sections of tnis country:
uear .professor Starkey:
i am giad to state tnat Mr. A. J4.
JJurant, who was an assistant in our
Animal Husbandry Department last
year and pursued graduate work
leaamg to tne degree
Master of
Science, did very creditable work.
We found him a thorough, conscientious worker, and an aDie student.
1 am especially glad he has become one ot tne members of tne Extension staff of your institution, as
1 feel sure he will be able to be of
much service in the upbuilding of
the livestock industry in bouth
Carolina.
Yours very sincerely,
F. B. Morrison,
Asst. Director Exp. Station.

SLOAN BROS.
We do not sell all the good
Good-i In town, BtJT what
WE DO SKTJi ARE GOOD.
o o o
Robt. Bairns Cigars,
Nunnally's Candy!
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirts
and Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Minima* Silk and Wool
Hose.

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athletic
Goods—only two days
required.

RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS

♦»

SLOAN BROS

Dear Professor Starkey:
With reierence to the progress
made by Mr. W. M. Kedfern, who
came to us as a graduate student
irom (Jiemson College last fail. J.
would state that nis work has been
ot a very high grade.
We find Mr. itediern a thorough
and conscientious student. He intends to return to tne south, and 1
know he will be of much service to
the livestock interests of tne section
where he locates.
y.ours very truly,
F. B. Morrison.
Dear Prof. Starkey:
1 have your letter relative to the
grade of work done by Mr. L. A.
Atkinson while doing graduate work
lor a Ivlasters Degree at this Institution.
Mr. Atkinson was a hard working
student. Ail candidates for the Masters Degree at this institution are
given an oral examination at the end
of the work, at which time all of
the professors under whom he did
work asked him questions relating
to the subject taken under them as
well as questions along related subjects. Mr. Atkinson passed this examination with great credit to himself. He received his Masters Degree in Animal Husbandry from this
NEWSBOYS ARE ENTERTAINED
institution last June.
Very sincerely yours,
Student Correspondents Have EnjoyE. S. Good,
able Affair. ..Many Girls Attend.
Chairman, Ani. In. Group.
On last Saturday evening, the memCAC
bers of the Student's Newspaper CorTHE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY respondence Club were delightfully
entertained by Professor and Mrs.
A. B. Bryan at their home on the
Anything worth doing at all is campus. About fifteen cadets and
worth doing well, and unless the a dozen or more young ladies attendJunior and Senior Ags attend the ed.
The guests began arriving about
meetings of the Agricultural Society
in a greater body than they have been eight o'clock and soon a goodly numdoing at recent meetings, there is n4 ber were present. At first we were
use to continue the organization. introduced to "President and Mrs.
At the regular meeting last Thurs- Harding", and then the fun began.
day, only a handful of the members 'Crip" Aull kept us all laughing for
answered the roll call. We have seen several minutels with his tales of
fit to form this society, we allow our "Coon Skin Hunting on Tar River"
names to appear on the roll, we should and "My Gal Sal." Delicious ice
cream and cake was served. Near the
attend.
The Society is a beneficial factor hour of midnight, the guests departed
among the upper classmen. It acts after having spent a delightful evenin much the same manner as a liter- ing.
Among those enjoying the hospitalary society and creates a forum for
,-he discussion of prominent agricu; ity of Prof, and Mrs. Bryan were:
tural topics. Perhaps, these topics Misses Elaine Keith, Leila Hunt, Nell
for debate are too technical for the McHugh, Lois Gordon, Netta McHugh,
average body to listen to. They Hattie Gathings, Lila Bunch, Gladys
Should be on anything that is of in- Ayres, Mary Bryan, Miss Williams,
terest to the cadets at Clemson. If and Cadets Johnnie Dunlap, M C.
we will "turn out", if all take an Ellison, J. C. Aull, Bob Fortenbury,
interest in the work, the enthusiasm A. R. Floyd, G. W. Sawyer, Marion
Huggins, E. D. Plowden, T. M. Faris,
will inevitably increase.
It certainly seems that the Ags B. S. Brown, J. R Hayne^worth,
can have a successful society if the C. B. King, G. E. Hawkins, and W.
civils can.
The bragging Senior W. Bryan.
Professor and Mrs. Bryan are due
Civils harp that they have a "crackerjack" club. It's up- to the Ags to much praise for their efforts towards
maintain the Ag Society up to the making this the best entertainment
same high standards that the Clem- ever given for the local newsboys.
—E. D. P.
son Ags always set above the Engineers.
CAC
So come to the next meeting of the
Agricultural Society. It is your duty.
Mr. G. R. Tyler, '17, is an archi—B. R-.
tectural draftsman with Mr. Leo Elliott of Tampa, Fla.
-CACA young man applied to a circus
All the members of the classes '03,
side show for a job as a freak.
'08,
and '18 should keep in mind
"Who are you?" asked the man- that• '13
this is the year for their reunion
ager
and each member should make his
"I am Kokus, the egg king.
plans to spend June 3, 4, and 5 on the
"What's your specialty?"
"I eat five dozen hen's eggs, three campus.
dozen duck's eggs and two dozen
goose eggs at one sitting.
Mr. J. C. Poole, '20, is teaching
"Do you know our program?"
educational agriculture in the High
"What is it?"
School of Newberry, S. C.
"We give four shows a day."
"That's all right."
Messers J. B. Woods, '19, and J. A.
"On Saturday we give six shows."
Culbertson, '22, spent the last week"That's all right, too."
"On Sunday we give a show every end on the campus.
hour."
At last the young man began to
Mr. Geo. W. Speer, '08, of Andershow signs of weakening.
son, was a recent visitor on the cam"In that case there is one thing pus.
that must be understood before I
CACsign up."
"What's that?"
Tom: My girl called me her
"No matter what the rush of busi- Italian forget-me-not. Wonder what
ness, I want time to go to the hotel she meant?
to eat my regular meals."—Ex.
Dick: Garlic.

•■d

RADIO SUPPLIES
Authorized agency Radio Corporation of America, handling standard
goods at list prices. Day by day, in
every way, our stock is more complete. Tell us what you want; if we
have not got it in stock, we will deliver it direct from the wholesale distributor in a few hours' time.
Clemson orders given special attention.

PHILLIPS & COMPANY
PRINTERS

SENECA,

S.

C.

Black-Eyed Susan
Invites you to call any evening (except Sunday and
Monday) 4 to 7.
SHE WILL ALWAYS SERVE

SANDWICHES, PIE, CAKE,
TEA, COFFEE AND
COCOA
AND RUNS

SPECIALS
TUESDAY
CHICKEN SALAD
THURSDAY _ _... DOUGHNUTS
WEDNESDAY
WAFFLES
FRIDAY
OYSTERS
SATURDAY . CHICKEN SUPPER
"KISSES."
NEXT TO KELLAR'S STORE

Cleaning and Pressing
Rring Your Work to The

Old Reliable
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CLIFT CRAWFORD'S
PRESSING CLUB

»vl

